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    In the traditional culture of thousands of years in China, the understanding 
of the concept of "home" is usually only identified as private domain 
management space can not be peep by external forces. This can also explain 
why our country lacks a specific legislation for domestic violence for a long 
time. The Anti-Domestic Violence Act, which was introduced in March last 
year, changed the situation, demonstrating the determination of our country to 
protect the basic human rights of citizens and to eliminate the domestic crisis. It 
also represents a major step forward in the rule of law. The introduction of the 
new law is only the first step, in order to test whether the anti-domestic violence 
law is ultimately effective from its relief effect, especially the judicial relief of 
the court. In the current situation of domestic violence and the public has a 
strong desire for judicial relief, to strengthen the court relief, features, ways to 
study, to improve the court's anti-domestic violence judicial relief work to 
provide a feasibility program, with important Practical significance. 
This article is divided into introduction, text (four chapters) and 
conclusions, the main contents are as follows: 
The first chapter is mainly an overview of judicial relief for domestic 
violence. This paper introduces the definition of domestic violence in our 
country from the three aspects of subject, object and behavior, and introduces 
the characteristics of our country's anti-domestic violence law. Secondly, it 
introduces the remedial provisions of our country's law on domestic violence, 
including three parts: First, in the "anti-domestic violence law" has not yet 
before the introduction of the various categories and steps of the law, judicial 
interpretation, second, "anti-domestic violence law" on the different types of 
domestic violence relief, third, the new law after the introduction of the method 
The necessity of the judicial relief of the court in the work of anti-domestic 













 violence is introduced. 
    The second chapter is mainly for the practice of Fujian court in dealing 
with cases of domestic violence. First of all, from the pilot innovation and 
anti-domestic violence trial mechanism, the establishment of anti-domestic 
violence external linkage mechanism, the establishment of anti-domestic 
violence internal linkage mechanism, increase anti-domestic propaganda 
propaganda in four aspects of the Fujian court to carry out anti-domestic 
violence judicial relief work The author analyzes the status situation of the case 
involving the domestic violence in the Chengxiang court, and analyzes the 
controversial focus of the current court in the case of the case involving the 
domestic violence. 
    The third chapter is mainly for the difficulties and shortcomings of the 
court in carrying out anti-domestic violence. Mainly from the anti-domestic 
violence trial mechanism is not perfect, the legislation is not perfect, domestic 
violence cases difficult to obtain evidence, personal safety protection order is 
difficult to implement, legal publicity is not in place these aspects of the 
problem analysis. 
The fourth chapter mainly puts forward the corresponding suggestions and 
countermeasures to the judicial relief work of our country's domestic violence. 
Mainly from the sound anti-domestic violence trial mechanism, improve the 
legislation, improve the evidence system, improve the personal safety 
protection order, strengthen the legal publicity of these aspects to explore and 
put forward countermeasures. 
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